## DANIEL BOONE SCOUTING UNIFORM CHECKLIST

Bring this checklist to the Asheville Scout Shop and we'll help outfit you in a complete uniform.

**Name:** ___________________________  **District:** ___________________________

### Cub Scout
- **Den Number** ______  **Pack Number** ______  
  - **Tiger Cub**  
  - **Wolf**  
  - **Bear**  
  - **Webelos**

### Boy Scout
- **Troop Number** ______  **Patrol Name** ___________________________
  - **Venturer:** **Crew Number** ______

### TIGER, WOLF & BEAR
- Uniform Shirt
- Switchbacks
- Tiger & CS Web Belt & Buckle
- Tiger & CS Sock — ankle or crew
- Neckerchief — Tiger, Wolf or Bear
- Slide — Tiger, Wolf or Bear
- Cap-Tiger, Wolf or Bear
- Separate Cub Scout Buckle for Wolf and Bear (fits Tiger Cub Belt)

### Insignia
- Council Shoulder Patch
- World Crest Emblem
- Red Unit Numerals (see your den leader)
- Den Numerical Strip (see your den leader)

### Handbooks
- Tiger Cub Handbook
- Wolf Cub Handbook
- Bear Cub Handbook

### WEBELOS
- Uniform Shirt
- Switchbacks
- Webelos Web Belt & Buckle or Webelos Buckle (fits Cub Scout Belt)
- Webelos Neckerchief
- Webelos Neckerchief Slide
- Webelos Cap
- Socks — to match uniform*

### Insignia
- Council Shoulder Patch
- World Crest Emblem
- Red Unit Numerals (see leader)
- Den Numerical or Patrol Emblem (see leader)
- Webelos Colors
- Shoulder Loops - Blue if wearing tan shirt

### Handbooks
- Webelos Handbook

### NOTE: *Webelos have the option of wearing either the blue or tan/green uniform.  **Each Webelos den decides whether a den numerals strip or a patrol emblem is worn.

### BOY SCOUTS
- Uniform Shirt
- Switchbacks
- Boy Scout Web Belt & Buckle
- Boy Scout Socks — ankle or crew
- Neckerchief (see your troop leader)
- Boy Scout Neckerchief Slide
- Boy Scout Cap
- Scout Activity Shirt

### Insignia
- Council Shoulder Patch
- World Crest Emblem
- Green Unit Numerals
- Patrol Emblem (see your troop leader)
- Shoulder Loops — Dark Green

### Handbooks
- The Boy Scout Handbook
- Boy Scout Requirements Book
- Field Book

### VENTURING
- Uniform Shirt
- Switchbacks
- Venturing Belt & Buckle
- Venturing Twill Cap or Hat
- Venturing Socks

### Insignia
- Council Shoulder Patch
- World Crest Emblem
- Red Unit Numerals
- Shoulder Loops — Green

### Handbooks
- Venturer Handbook